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Abstract: The major purpose of this study is to introduce the design and development of an on-line peer review system, named happy writing on-line workshop, to enhance students’ audience awareness and reflective thoughts in writing courses. This on-line system includes tow subsystems, students’ learning system and teacher’s management system. Students’ learning system can support several learning activities, including writing, self-reviewing and peer reviewing, revising, and emulation. The teachers’ management system can support the writing assignment management as well as the learning process monitor and the performance evaluation. This paper uses a scenario to illustrate how this system can be used in the real classroom to enhance students’ writing capabilities and teachers’ instructional effects.
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Introduction

The importance of audience awareness and reflective thoughts

Writing can help students develop the high-level cognitive thinking. How to increase students’ writing performances is an important research issue in the recent years. However, there are three major problems of ordinary writing courses including: (1) teachers are often the only reader of their students’ compositions; (2) teachers have heavy workloads of correcting students’ compositions and then they can not give students feedbacks as soon as possible; and (3) teachers’ comments on students’ compositions are too difficult to understand. That students can not have enough audiences and can not get the suitable feedbacks very soon may make students lack the audience awareness and the reflective thoughts in their own writing process.

Audience awareness and reflective thoughts are important indexes to distinguish novice writers and expert writers (Carvalho, 2002). Kroll (1984) argues that developing students’ audience awareness is important in a writing course. Bereiter and Scardamalia (1987) also point out that composing process likes a problem-solving process which reflects the writers’ thinking flow, and good writers understand that writing is an interactive process between themselves and the audiences. Because audience awareness and reflective thoughts are very important capabilities of writing, helping students get the capabilities is a major goal in writing courses.

The impacts of peer review:

Peer review may be a good way to solve the above-mentioned problems in ordinary writing courses. Some meta-analysis researches have pointed out that peer review can provide students the opportunities to read others’ works and to reflect the problems in their own works (Falchikov & Goldfinch, 2000; Topping, 1998). The peers’ feedback can make students think seriously about how to revise their own works. Some researches have applied peer review in writing courses and found that peer review can help students develop the audience awareness and the reflective thoughts in their writing processes (Kennedy-kalafatis & Dawn, 1996; Simmons, 2003; Zhu, 2001).

However, when teachers applying peer review in ordinary writing courses, they might need to solve several important issues. These issues are including the anonymity issue, keeping double blind peer review; the delivery issue, copying and delivering the works efficiently; and, the timing issue, giving the students the feedbacks instantaneously. These problems make peer review pedagogies be difficult to be applied into writing courses.

Web-based peer review can solve the difficulties of applying the peer review pedagogy in ordinary writing courses. In recent years, some researches have tried to apply web-based peer review system to solve the inconvenience of the paper-based peer review: (1) the web-based peer review system can simple use either blind or double blind review to avoid the social factors’ influences; (2) the web-based system can provide teachers a
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management user interface to help them manage and monitor students’ peer review processes very efficiently, the management user interface also can reduce teachers’ work loadings; and, (3) the web-based system can use either emails or instant messengers to provide an instant information exchanges (Davies & Berrow, 1998; Lin et al., 2001; Liu et al., 2002; Sung et al., 2005; Wen & Tsai, 2006).

**Web-based peer review system for teaching writing:**

Web-based peer review system have applied into many different learning subjects (Davies & Berrow, 1998; Lin et al., 2001; Liu et al., 2002; Sung et al., 2005; Wen & Tsai, 2006). There are only few researches focus on developing the web-based peer review system for teaching writing (e.g. Cho & Schunn, 2007; Yang et al., 2005) and there is rare to see researches which focus on developing web-based peer review system for teaching elementary school level’s writing course in a ordinary classroom. Elementary school is an important stage for learning writing and writing courses are often carried out in the classroom in this stage. Therefore, to analysis how a web-based peer review system can help students learn writing in the classroom and to develop such practical system for writing are worthy researches. The proposes of this paper are:

1. Developing a web-based peer review system for teaching elementary school level’s writing in ordinary classroom.
2. And, using a scenario to illustrate how this system can be used in the real classroom to enhance students’ writing capabilities and teachers’ instructional effects.

**Happy Writing Workshop**

The study designs and implements the system, which is so-called “Happy Writing Workshop”. Figure 1 shows the system framework. The framework has two parts: the students’ learning system and the teachers’ management system.

**Figure 1: The framework of “Happy Writing Workshop”**

**Students’ learning system:**

The students’ learning system has four parts that correspond to four phases of a peer-review activity in the study: the writing, the self-reviewing and peer reviewing, the revising, and the emulation. The system provides several functions in each part.

1. **writing**

   This part has two functions, the learning information and individual writing desk. The *learning information* displays the writing topics and guidelines which the teacher provided. The *individual writing desk* has some tools like “Microsoft Word” software, and students can apply these tools to edit words and pictures easily that reduce their cognitive loads in writing.

2. **self-review and peer review**

   This part provides four functions to support students’ review, including the setting color, the note label, the
comments revise, and the anonymous review. The setting color allows students to choose the specific colors to mark the contents they think important and input some comments there. The note label provides students a place to input their comments just close by the marked content. If students want to read the comments, they can simply move their mouse cursor on the label, the comments will popup. During reviewing, all labels will be represented by small icons to avoid any possible interrupts when read through the work. The comment revise allows students revise their comments. The anonymous review makes the peer review process be anonymous and be double blind review process. All reviewers don’t have idea about who is giving the scores and the comments. This function reduces the influence of social relations.

3. revising

This part has only one but important function, the reviewers’ opinions integrated table. The table displays scores and comments from every reviewer in the same peer review group. Moreover, the table color will change according to green if there are some variances among the author and reviewers’ scores. This function pushes students paying attentions to different comments and scores about their works. This function helps students start to reflect their original writings, to think about peers’ reviews, and to generate the ideas about the revisions of their writings.

4. emulation

This part has one function, show the special works. After students revise their works, teacher can show good, ascensive, and worthy discussed works, in the “Exhibition of Works”. In the exhibition, students can read these works which the teacher has approved. All published works in the exhibition show the original edition and the revised edition simultaneously. This function helps students emulate various works and compare the differences between the original edition and the revised edition. Through the process, students have idea about how the good authors wrote and revised their works.

Teacher’s management system:

The teachers’ management system has two parts: the writing assignment management, the learning process monitor and the performance evaluation. Each part has several functions.

1. the writing assignment management

First part has four functions, the writing assignment designing, the peer review grouping, the reviewer designation, and the special work marking. The writing assignment designing function allows teachers to post the writing topics, starting and ending time, and other relevant information about the writing topics. The peer review grouping allows teacher to group students into several peer review groups. The reviewer designation allows teachers to assign peer review groups for individual student. The special work marking allows teachers to choose special works.

2. students’ learning process monitor and their performance evaluation

Second part has two functions, the learners’ status function allows teacher to monitor students’ learning status. Teacher can provide appropriate helps to students in time with this function. The score and comment function allows teacher to evaluate the students’ writing performance.

Scenario – Sher’s elementary school level’s writing course

Here is a scenario about Sher and her two students, Mike and Jason. Sher is an elementary school teacher in Taiwan, and she teaching Chinese writing course. Mike and Jason are her two students who are currently take the writing course. Sher joins the project, Web-based Peer Review Enhanced Writing Instruction, and uses the Happy Writing Workshop system to teach writing. The scenario will display how the system can be used to enhance students’ audience awareness and reflective thinking in their writing processes.

Preparing for the course:

Sher prepares all instructional tasks on the system such as writing assignment design and peer review grouping before the course. Sher first signs on the system and uses the writing assignment design function as Figure 2 shows, she inputs a writing topic and arranges the instruction schedule. The writing topic and the schedule then automatically appear on the first page of students’ individual writing working room as Figure 3 shows.
In order to apply the peer-review pedagogy into her writing course, Sher groups students into several heterogeneous peer review groups depending on their writing capabilities with the peer review grouping function as Figure 4 shows. Sher hopes that the heterogeneous reviewers can provide different viewpoints mutually when they are reviewing others’ works. Furthermore, the students with high writing capabilities can offer group members the thinking scaffolding and also get the benefits from helping group members and reflecting about how a work is good.

The reviewer designation function as Figure 5 shows, can meet Sher’s teaching needs at anytime. For example, Sher thinks the class might learn something from Jason’s good work and Mike’s works have some common mistakes which most of students may also have in their works. Sher then uses the reviewer designation function to assign the class to review Jason’s and Mike’s works. The designation not only used by the teacher to introduce students the important works, but also used by the teacher to initiate a class-wide discussion.

Sher feels that the system is quite easy and convenient for using to prepare the elementary school level’s writing course, the system satisfies the fifth rationale, supporting teachers’ instruction to her.

In the Sher’s class

Instructional activity 1: Individual writing

Sher’s writing course carries out in the computer classroom. In the classroom, each student has a computer to finish the writing and reviewing activities for the course. When students sign on the system, they get into the individual writing working room as Figure 3 shows. Mike and Jason are good friends and classmates in Sher’ writing course. They sign on the system and get into their own individual writing working room. In the room, they can finish all learning activities include reading the materials about the writing topic assigned by Sher; searching relevant information for the writing topic; doing the writing assignment; doing peer reviewing; and, revising their works according to reviewers’ comments. The room will record all of their learning processes.

In the beginning, Sher explains the meanings of the writing topic for students and tries to elicit their experiences about the topic through a class-wide discussion. Mike and Jason use the learning information function to go through the whole system and read everything about the writing topic prepared by Sher in advance, and then searching for other useful information about the writing topic via Internet as Figure 6 shows.
When the class-wide discussion has finished, Mike and Jason use the *individual writing desk* to write their works. Figure 7 shows the individual writing desk, which provides students an online word-like editor. The word-like editor helps Mike and Jason finish their works easily and efficiently. After two hours, Mike has finished his work and he reads his work repeatedly. He doesn’t find out any mistakes in his work and feels very proud of it. Mike sends his works and begins to self-review his work. According to the review criterions, Mike gives his work scores and comments.

*Instructional activity 2: Peer review*

Sher groups Mike, Jason, Angela, and Judy as a peer review group. Jason and Angela have high writing capability, Mike’s writing capability is average, and Judy’s writing capability is low. However, because the system provides a double blind review, the four students don’t know each others. Even Mike and Jason are good friends, they don’t know where the scores and comments come from. The review comments then will not be affected by their social relations.

When Jason gets into the peer review room, he finds he has three works needed to review. Jason reads the criterions of writing evaluation and applies the criterions to review Mike’s work. Jason finds out some problems about structure and content in the work. Jason uses the *setting color* function to mark the suspicious sentences and use the *note label* function to write his comments down. During reviewing, the labels will become small icons and will not influence the reading. Figure 8 shows the peer review room and its setting color (step 1) and note label (step 2) functions.

When the review is done, Jason wants to double check his comments again. He moves his mouse cursor on the label icons, the comments he input shows in the end of the work. Jason finds out there are some spelling mistakes in his comments, he uses the *comment revise* function to rewrite the comments (step 3 in Figure 8).

With these marks and comments, Jason has an overall understanding about Mike’s work and problems. Jason then scores Mike’s work according to the criterions of writing evaluation. After Jason sends the scores and comments out, Mike receives the information instantly.

The setting color, the note label, and the comment revise functions, help Jason a lot when reading and revising his comments for Mike’s work repeatedly. The system provides the three functions to satisfy the *second rationale*, helping reviewers to understand the relations among scores, comments, and criterions, and the *first rationale*, providing “mind tool” for the processes of writing and peer reviewing.
Instructional activity 3: Revise composition

When the review phase finished, Sher asks students to revise their works according to reviewers’ scores and comments. Mike starts to revise his work. He first uses the individual writing desk and clicks on the reviewers’ opinions integrated table as Figure 9 shows. Mike looks at the table and finds there are many cells marked with green color. The green color means there are some differences among his self-review scores and other reviewers’ scores. Mike is very curious what makes other reviewers have different opinions from him. He opens a reviewer’s results, which actually come from Jason, to look for the reasons. Mike finds that the reviewer (Jason) reminds him to modify some problems about the content and the structure, and these writing problems he has never thought about.

Mike is very happy because he knows a lot of different opinions and suggestions for his works from others via the reviewers’ opinions integrated table. Now, he has some ideas about how to revise his work.

Instructional activity 4: Showing the good compositions

Looking good works can help students understand how good authors doing their work. Learning from the peers is the best way for the six grade students, and the student’s learning motivation will increase. So, after the class finishes revising their works, Sher uses the special works marking function to pick up some works which are worthy to show the class. The chosen works will be transferred to the exhibition, and students can use the show the special works function to look at it as Figure 10 shows.
Figure 10: Show the special works function

Mike and Jason want to read the good works chosen by Sher. When Mike and Jason use the show the special works function to get into the exhibition, they read the original edition and the revised edition of every works at the same time. Mike and Jason are surprised and feel happy, because their works are in the exhibition, too. Mike and Jason read other good works very carefully, and compare the differences between the original edition and the revised edition. They find out how other authors revised their works. The learning experience helps them aware peers' writing and thinking processes.

During the course and at the end of the course:

During the course, Sher uses the learners’ status function to monitor students. Sher can provide appropriate helps to students in time and also control the teaching process as Figure 11 shows. At the end of the course, Sher uses the score and comment function to evaluate the students’ performance. The evaluation results will also show on the reviewers’ opinions integrated table as Figure 9 shows.

Figure 11: learners’ status function

Conclusions

This research developed a web-based peer review system, “Happy Writing Workshop” system, for teaching elementary school level’s writing course. The course helped students review peers’ work, think about the different opinions critically, and reflect how to improve their own work. The learning process promoted students’ reflective thoughts and audience awareness. The experiment which involved four classes in the elementary school showed that the web based peer review writing course can improve the elementary school students’ audience awareness and reflective thoughts much more than traditional writing course. In our future works, we will further develop more functions to help students’ writing, and explore the factors how the web-based peer review system influences students’ cognitive process.
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